Print at Home Instructions

This is an A5 zine, printed on A4 paper. You will need 6 A4 pages in total, I used 5 sheets of
cream cartridge paper apx 150gsm and 1 sheet of coloured card for the cover. You will also
need either a needle and thread or a stapler for binding.

Printing Your Cover:
You should have downloaded a file named ‘Fun and Games – Cover.pdf’ and, believe it or not,
this is your cover!
This is your chance to go to town on different paper stocks, just make sure your choice is
suitable for your printer.
The cover is only printed on one side so once you’ve made this print, set aside and get ready
for the body of the zine.

For those printing double sided:
You should have downloaded the two PDF files; ‘Fun and Games – Cover.pdf’ and ‘Fun and
Games Body.pdf’. When printing the body please remember, for duplex printing, select double
sided printing and the option ‘flip on short edge’.

For those printing single sided:
To create the body of the zine, you’ll need to print 5 A4 pages, double sided – flipping these
manually. These will then need folding down the middle to produce an A5 size zine.
First of all, print ‘PDF A’, noting how they come out of the printer. Keep this order!
Without disrupting the order, place the pages back into the printer flipped, so that you are now
printing on the reverse blank side.

Putting the zine together:
Now you should have a stack of papers which
resemble the illustration on the left.
Lay your cover at the bottom of the pile and begin
to compile your booklet to make sure everything
is in the right order – pay attention to page
numbers (and any photographs that appear to be
upside down).
Now your zine is more or less complete, it’s time
to decide how you want to bind it.
Have a look online or ask friends of different
binding methods and have fun with it, you’ve
done the hard part.
To share your zine and see how others are
producing theirs use #funandgameszine on
Instagram.
-Emily

